
January 5, 2011 
Mish Mash 
 
By now everyone has made and broken their New Year's Resolution. Good, now 
that that is out of the way-- Let's see what has transpired over the break: 
 
Let's Talk, let's argue: 
 
I keep hearing from Jolene Littlewind who claims that I was saying 'bad things' 
about Mike Meade (her nephew) by mentioning that his death has never been 
investigated. That yes, she wants to know what happened, but doesn't want it 
mentioned. "he's different". Go figure.  
 
She did correct my spelling of her name. "It's Jolene, not 'Joleen'." Ok, done.  
(Again, the usual caution: people write to me claiming to be someone they are 
not. Don't assume it really is her until you ask her yourself.) 
 
So, until she can tell me what 'bad things' I have been saying in the posts about 
his death, I'm just going to ignore her. I know there is a lot of attention seeking 
where no matter who is hurt or is killed, someone else needs to make it about 
themselves rather than about the real victim.  
 
Remember the fights that broke out at Chris Cavenaugh's funeral? Everyone was 
playing victim and the family feud erupted, police were called--- what a circus. 
How totally unnecessary. I'm sure it is still going on.  
 
I doubt that there will be any real investigation and the truth will never be known. 
There will be theories out there, and one will become the 'official theory' and the 
rest will continue to play in a bizarre counter melody to every tragedy out there.  
 
A real investigation would put a lot of this to rest. But take a look at what you 
have for cops, FBI clowns, and of course, the joke that is Tribal Court.  
 
So, murders go uninvestigated, rapes are ignored, child abuse runs rampant. 
Feuds between former friends, family members and between total strangers 
erupt. People have to pick sides. It's a subsurface warfare that never ends. Most 
of it is based on lies, misunderstandings, or just plain idiocy. But, for those who 
want to generate attention for themselves, no event too low to stoop in order to 
make themselves the center of it.  
 
My mom used to be that way when she was alive. I used to have to reign her in. 
"Shut up! It's not you that's being buried! Not about You!" I know there are people 
like that in just about every family. Even mine.  
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Fired: 
 
Poopsie is still fired as far as I know. Then I heard that his wife got canned 
because she failed her drug test, and his daughter, Zsa Zsa (who picks these 
names? TV addicts?) was picked up for drugs or was tested and failed her drug 
test, and was fired... but her mother came screaming down on the School (Yes, 
she works for the school) and they let her stay hired through last month and will 
either terminate her or not rehire her sometime this week.  
 
Yes, Zsa Zsa got re-tested, this time by Chuckles and of course, she passed. 
How much extra did he get for that one? His going rate for a clean test is an extra 
$50. Bet he got $100 because it was "Christmas".   
 
Any legitimate test of any of the Turdclan, Turdlings and their offspring will yield 
positives for pills, cocaine and meth. It's common knowledge. It's out in the open. 
It's a joke. It's what is running the rez. 
 
Wow, looks like the Turdclan is drawing a lot of heat for their walk of crime. 
There's more...  
 
Wayback Machine 
 
Remember when Vern Lambert wrote a bogus ʻlegaleseʼ letter to support NLO 
dismissing the petition against her son, Zit Puppet? That letter was based on a 
fraudulent tribal member count, invented by Vern Lambert specifically to support 
her nullification of the legitimate petition.  
 
BTW, NLO KNOWS that the method used to 'count' tribal members in order to 
nullify a legitimate recall petition of Zit Puppet, was bogus. She even received a 
letter from the Department of the Interior telling her that she was in violation. 
Essentially, she is illegally serving as Chairwoman of the Tribe.  
 
That MAY be coming back to bite her on the butt this year. As in JAIL time. Iʼll 
keep you posted. 
 
But, these are the people who are running things out there. Creating the futility 
that is driving both the addictions, violence and suicides on the rez.  It is what 
keeps the unemployment high-- over 80%.  
 
More Bad News For Turdclan & Co 
 
Now, I hear that the casino is being looked at for 'missing money'. Not the nickel 
and dime crimes which they set up fall guys & gals, but big money. Millions. I 
hope this is true. I will let you know if I get anything solid on this.  
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The problem with busting small fry and fall guys is that people talk, flip, turn, 
worm... tell what they know to anyone that will listen. They have nothing to lose.  
Watching Turdlings walk all over their friends and then throw them under the bus, 
or kill them, has an effect: People know they are not their friends and their is no 
loyalty. Anger replaces fear. People talk. 
 
If they are investigating the casino, they are investigating the Gambling 
Commission Board... and guess who all sits on that? NLO, WalkingEgo, Poopsie 
and a few other familiar and not so familiar names.  
 
If they are investigating the Gambling Commission Board, it's going to lead right 
to Ronin--- and again we see: NLO, Walkingego, Poopsie, Carl McKay and his 
wife... oh yeah, this would be a very good year! 
 
Remember those bogus 1099's you made decent people fill out and file with the 
IRS? Yup. Big mistake. You thought you would get the tribe to pay your taxes 
while you skated? I'm seeing complications with that plan. Was Walt Hollifield the 
one who thought that one up? Effing Brilliant. AHoooooo Waaaaa Yaaaaa 
OOOOooooh! Yeah. Coyote loves it. They baited their own traps and stepped in 
them. Perfect.  
 
All this is going to make for uncomfortable times for the Turdclan and their 
cronies. They are going to look around, realize what company they are keeping 
and do whatever they need to do to save their own hides: Talk, turn, flip, rat... oh 
yeah. Lovin' it.  
 
So are the many decent, hard working, upstanding people of the rez who have 
had to endure the humiliation of being from Spirit Lake, where everyone knows, 
Turds are in charge, nothing works right, nothing is done right.  
 
The Justice Department is, where it can, going after the corrupt on the rez. 
Billions of tax dollars going into Indian Country, never accounted for. Criminal 
families running everything from jobs to drugs, police to clinics, schools to food.   
 
Good people have been trying to change this for decades. Good people have 
endured this for years. This might be the year where the Good People gain 
ground.  
 
You know where to find me. 
 
~Cat 


